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EVERY ISOMETRY IS REFLEXIVE

JAMES A. DEDDENS1

Abstract. A bounded linear operator iona Hubert space 3C is

called reflexive if any bounded linear operator which leaves in-

variant the invariant subspaces of A is a limit of polynomials in A

in the weak operator topology. I n this note we prove that every isom-

etry Fon a Hubert space 3C is reflexive.

Let A be a bounded linear operator on a Hubert space 3C. We

denote by Lat(^4) the set of all closed subspaces 911 of 3C such that

^49TCÇ9TC, and by Q,a the smallest weakly closed algebra containing A

and I (i.e. the closure in the weak operator topology of piA) for all

polynomials p). A is called reflexive if, for B a bounded linear operator

on 3C, Lat iA ) Q Lat (5) implies B E &a ■

D. Sarason in [4] proved that every normal (and hence every

unitary) operator is reflexive, and that the unilateral shift of multi-

plicity one is also reflexive. Our task is to piece together these two

results to show that every isometry is reflexive. We might mention

that it is unknown whether the direct sum of two arbitrary reflexive

operators is reflexive.

Let F be an isometry on 3C (i.e. || Vx\\ =\\x\\ for all *£3C). Then

there exist unique reducing subspaces yílK = Oñ=o Vn3C and 3TC+

= XXo ©F"(3CeF3C) such that 3C = 9ÏIM®3ÏÎ+ with TJ=V\X„ a
unitary operator and TJ+ = V\-m+ a unilateral shift [3, Problem 118].

If we let Ei-)  be the spectral measure of  TJ and 911,= {x£9TCM:

||E(-)*|| JL Leb} and 9TÍ„= {xe9TCM:||£(-)*||<<LeM then 3Ii== = a^»

©9TC0 with TJ, = Tj\°s(t, and TJa= Tj\m,a being called the singular and

absolutely continuous parts of TJ respectively [2].

Theorem. Every isometry V= Ut®Ua®U+ on a Hilbert space 3C

is reflexive.

Before we prove this result we need some lemmas, which are of

interest in their own right.

Lemma 1. Lat(t/„© TJa) = LatiUi)®LatiUa).
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Proof. We need only show that 3TCELat(f/,© Jja) implies 311

= Pait.3IÎ©Psm02nï. First suppose 911 reduces U,®Ua. Then Pan com-

mutes with U,® Ua or matricially,

(A      B\ (V.   0 \
Pan = I I    commutes with    I J.

\B*    C) \0      Uj

So BUa=U,B. By Theorem 3 in [l] we note that P = 0. Hence

P3K = ^4©C or 3TÎ = P3it,3Il©PaK<,Sïïl. Now suppose 9TC£Lat((7,© £7„)

with U = U, ® Ua. If £ = 9TC0Í/3TC then

oo M

sm: = X) © P"£ © D tz-arc » 9i © <R,
n=0 n=0

where (R reduces £7. Hence (R = P311, (R© Parc,, tfL Since

9l = Z©P«£Ç  ¿©P"£,
n=0 n=—oo

and since the bilateral shift is an absolutely continuous unitary, we

must have that 91ÇZ3TC,,, so 91 = Pan,91 ©Pari.91. Thus 9TC = 9l©(R

= P3K.9Tl©P3rca9íí.

Lemma 2. ^i,, = etc/, © Or/..

Proof. We need only show that BiEGLu. and B2E&ua imply

Pi©P2G«E7ser/0. Since BiEdu. and B2E&va, Lat(£7,)ç:Lat(Pi) and

Lat(I7«)c:Lat(P2). Hence Lat(£/,)©Lat(c7a)ç:Lat(Pi©P2). Now

Lemma 1 implies that Lat(f/,© L7a)ç:Lat(Pi©P2). Since U,®Ua is

unitary, it is reflexive by Sarason's result [4], and hence Bi®B2

E ttr/,©f70.

Corollary. av.®ua®u+ = &u.® aUaw+-

Proof. We need only show that BxE&u, and B2E&u<1®u+ imply

Bi®B2EQ.u,®(Ua®u+)- Let W be the bilateral shift on 91+ which

uniquely extends the unilateral shift U+, i.e. 91+= \C=-» 1F"9TC+ and

£/+=IF|3tt+. Then there is a unique B2EGLua®w such that B2

= Bi\<siia®m.+, in fact if B2=xP(Ua® U+) for \pEH™ then B2=^(Ua® W).

Since Ua®W is an absolutely continuous unitary, Lemma 2 implies

thatPiffiP2Gar/,©(r/a©jr). Hence Pi ©P2ECl¡7,©(c/0©(7+).

Lemma 3.  Ua ® U+ is reflexive.

Proof. The proof can be simplified if we make the following ob-

servation: If A is reflexive and {9Ti„} is any collection of invariant

subspaces for A, then A ®~%2 © A | «^ is reflexive if for every TE&a
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there is a sequence of polynomials {^n}" such that p„iA)—*T in the

weak operator topology and ||^„(^4)|| ^K for all ». Using the multi-

plicity theory for absolutely continuous unitaries [2] and unilateral

shifts [3 ], this observation reduces the proof to showing that M,® Me

on L2iE)®H2, (.E a closed subset of {z". \z\ =l}), is reflexive and

satisfies the boundedness condition (here iMef) (e*9) = e*'9/(eii) for

fEL2iE) or H2).
Suppose Lat(Me®Me)çzLat(B). Then B=Bi®B2 with Lat(Me)

ÇLat(-B2). Since the unilateral shift Me on H2 is reflexive

[4], B2E<xm,. So B2 = Mt, if/EH™. By considering the M,®Me-

invariant subspaces of the form

9TC„ = {(M?<t>\B,<t>):<j>EH2}

we conclude that BiM*n<p\ E = M*nyp(b\ e for all <pEH2 and n^0. Since

{Mr<t>\B:<t>EH2, n^O} is dense in L2(E), Bi = M^E. Thus Bi®B2

= M^B®Mt for \pEHK. Hence Bi®B2E&m,®m„ and M,®M, is

reflexive. Suppose TE&m,®m,. Then T=Ti®T2 where T2E&m, on

H2, so T2 = Mf for \pEHx. Now there exist polynomials {/>„} such

that MVn = pn(M^Mi, weakly and ||M*,|HHUá|MU- (See [3,
Solution  33].)   In  fact p„iMe®Me)—*Ti®T2 weakly and

\\PniMe®M,)\\=\\Pn\\„1iU\\x.

Thus the boundedness condition is satisfied.

Proof of the Theorem. Suppose Lat(F)£Lat(5),  where   V

= TJ,®Ua®U+. Then B=Bi®B2®B3 with Lat(t/,,)c:LatCBi) and
LatiUa®U+)QLatiB2®B3). Hence BiE&u, and B2®B3EaUa®u+

since TJ, is unitary, hence reflexive, and TJa®U+ is reflexive by

Lemma 3. But now B = Bi®B2®B3E G.u,®ua®u+= &v by the corollary.

Hence F is reflexive.

We remark that the motivation for Lemma 2 was provided by

Theorem 6 in [5] which states that if TJ, is a discrete (hence singular)

unitary then there is a sequence of positive integers Nk—» °° such that

Z/f*—»7 in the weak operator topology. From this it is trivial to con-

clude that Qu,®ua= fír/.ffiftr/afor any absolutely continuous Ua, since

Uak—»0 in the weak operator topology.
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